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Neutrinos as Messengers	

•  Above 100 TeV, neutrinos 

are the option for 
astronomy	


•  Benefits:	

–  point back to source	

–  unimpeded by intervening 

matter + photon fields	


•  Challenges:	

–  difficult to detect	

–  fluxes very low at high 

energies	
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Cosmic Ray Acceleration and Neutrino Production	


Similar processes (incl. p+p) happening in:	

•  cosmic ray sources (ambient light, gas)	

•  outer space (cosmic microwave background)	

•  Earth’s atmosphere (N, O, etc. nucleus)	


p+γ→ p+π 0,n+π +

π + → µ+ + νµ

µ+ → e+ + νe + νµ

Fermi shock acceleration:  dN/dE ~ E-2 

astrophysical source 
neutrinos	

cosmogenic neutrinos	

atmospheric neutrinos	


J. Kelley, TeVPA 2015	
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1:2:0	  flavor	  ra+o	  at	  source	  



Water/Ice Cherenkov Neutrino Detectors	


muon	


array of photomultipliers	

neutrino	


	

interaction	
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Neutrino Astronomy “First Light”	

Observation of Astrophysical Neutrinos in Four Years of IceCube Data C. Kopper

Figure 7: Arrival directions of the events in galactic coordinates. Shower-like events are marked with +
and those containing tracks with ⇥. Colors show the test statistics (TS) for the point-source clustering test
at each location. No significant clustering was found.

6. Future Plans

Other searches in IceCube have managed to reduce the energy threshold for a selection of start-
ing events even further in order to be better able to describe the observed flux and its properties [5],
but at this time they have only been applied to the first two years of data used for this study. We will
continue these lower-threshold searches and will extend them to the full set of data collected by
IceCube. Because of its simplicity and its robustness with respect to systematics when compared
to more detailed searches, the search presented here is well suited towards triggering and providing
input for follow-up observations by other experiments. In the future, we thus plan to continue this
analysis in a more automated manner in order to update the current results with more statistics and
to produce alerts as an input for multi-messenger efforts.
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No significant clustering; no point sources in any channel;	

confirmation of diffuse flux in muon neutrino channel 	


A. Ishihara, J. van Santen, 	

this conference	
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2.6 ± 0.3 PeV	

inside detector	


ATEL #7856	

S. Schoenen, this meeting	
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Looking Forward	

•  IceCube has much more to 

contribute	

–  flux characterization beyond simple 

power law	

–  subdominant Galactic contribution?	

–  flavor ratio?	

–  bright, rare extragalactic point source 

sources within reach in a few years?	

–  renewed emphasis on multi-

messenger program	


•  Dim + populous sources will require 
larger detectors (~10 km3)	


•  First detection of cosmogenic 
neutrinos may require even larger 
detectors (~100 km3)	


Resolving the sources of our diffuse flux? 

We need to have an answer for all possible cases 

disfavored	  from	  lack	  of	  	  
point-‐source	  discovery	  

M. Kowalski	
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see also: K. Murase, this meeting	

Ahlers and Halzen, arXiv:1406.2160	




Future Water/Ice Cherenkov ���
Neutrino Detectors	
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Lake Baikal: GVD	


•  First of 12 
clusters 
operational since 
April 2015	


•  Plan: completion 
by 2020	


•  Instrumented 
volume: ~0.4 km3	
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GVD cluster	


courtesy C. Spiering	




KM3NeT	

•  Multi-site array in the deep 

Mediterranean	

–  ARCA (E > 100 GeV): 2 

“blocks” at Italian site, ~1 km3	

–  ORCA (1 < E < 100 GeV): 1 

block at French site	


•  Phase 1 funded and under 
construction	

–  10% ARCA, 5% ORCA	

–  completion 2017	


•  Phase 2: completion in 2020+	

–  additional 95M€	


•  Phase 3: ARCA x3 (6 blocks)	

23

Blocks and detection units 

●  KM3NeT ‘detection unit’: 
●  Line anchored to the sea floor 
●  18 equally-spaced optical modules 

●  2 x ARCA blocks: 
●  115 lines 
●  90m horizontal  
●  36m vertical 

●  1 x ORCA block: 
●  115 lines 
●  20m horizontal spacing 
●  6m vertical spacing* 

23

~ 600 m
 

C.W. James, ANTARES highlights and KM3NeT prospects, ICRC 2015

102 m
 *still being optimised 

V.  Van Elewyck	

this meeting	


The Detection Unit 

P. Piattelli, ICRC2015, Den Haag 31-7-2015 

6 

~ 600 m
 

Optical module 

31 x 3” PMTs 
PMT HV 
LED & piezo inside 
FPGA readout 
White Rabbit 
DWDM 

6 

17” 

Launcher vehicle 

rapid deployment 
autonomous unfurling 
recoverable 

R. Bruijn, ICRC ID986 P. Kooijman, ICRC ID1310 
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KM3NeT/ARCA Sensitivity	


Galactic sources with ARCA 

P. Piattelli, ICRC2015, Den Haag 31-7-2015 

18 

HE gamma emission observed by HESS in SNRs 
Neutrino spectra predicted using gamma spectra 

¶ S.R. Kelner, et al., PRD 74 (2006) 034018 

§ F.L. Villante and F. Vissani, PRD 78 (2008) 103007 
Hypotheses: 100% hadronic emission and 
transparent source  

RXJ1713¶ 

Vela X§ 

Vela X: 3σ in about 2 years  
RXJ1713: 3σ in about 4 years 

A. Trovato, ICRC ID1279 

V.  Van Elewyck, this meeting	


Resolution for track reconstruction 

P. Piattelli, ICRC2015, Den Haag 31-7-2015 

12 

Angular resolution 
about 0.2° (E�>10 TeV) 

Energy resolution 
0.26 in logE� 

(1 TeV < E� < 100 PeV) 

After cuts optimized for track reconstruction 

A. Trovato, ICRC ID1282 

•  Point-source sensitivity enhanced by ~0.2º angular 
resolution (low scattering length in water)	


•  Cascade directional resolution ~2º	

•  Possible sensitivity to Galactic sources in 2–3 years	
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IceCube Gen2	


120 strings	

depth 1.35 to 2.7 km	

80 DOMs/string	

baseline: 240m spacing	


•  Neutrino facility including high-energy array (HEA), low-energy infill (PINGU), surface 
array / veto, and radio	


•  HEA: 10x instrumented volume of IceCube	

•  Increased energy threshold (OK)	

•  Approximately the same budget (~$300M)	

10/30/15	
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IceCube–Gen2 Sensor Development	

arXiv:1510.05228	
IceCube Gen2 DOM and DAQ M. A. DuVernois1
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Figure 2: Block diagram of the of the Gen2 DOM mainboard.

and subsystem reviews. The 10” High Quantum Efficiency (HQE) photomultiplier tube (PMT) is
readout through an analog front end that shapes the signal, performs anti-alias filtering, centers the
unipolar PMT pulse into the bipolar ADC window, and drives the input of the digitizer. The PMT
remains the same as used in IceCube ([6]), the Hamamatsu R7081-02. Alternate arrangements
of smaller PMTs ([7]), dual PMTs with high transparency windows ([8]), or custom-constructed
wavelength-shifting optical modules ([9]) are also under consideration, though they too would cou-
ple into a DAQ architecture similar to what is presented here.

The digitizer is an ADS4149 250MSaPS pipelined ADC drawing about 250mW of power
while continuously sampling the analog waveform with 14 bit (11.2 ENOB) resolution. This dy-
namic range is somewhat smaller than the 1/25 SPE to 425 SPE high-level requirement listed above.

64

baseline: Gen2 DOM	

10” HQE PMT	


active base 

reflector 

main 
electronics 
board 

3 inch PMT 

support structure 

56

mDOM	

24 3” PMTs	


A dual-PMT optical module (D-Egg) for IceCube-Gen2 L. Lu

The high-energy extension of the IceCube experiment aims at improving the sensitivity for the
detection of neutrinos with few hundreds of TeVs and energies beyond. To achieve this, a larger
instrumented volume is needed and the spacing between strings will be increased [1]. To improve
the efficiency for detecting Cherenkov photons, one can use new types of glass-housings that are
more UV-transparent. In addition, the direction information of photons might help with vetoing
atmospheric muon backgrounds. The design of the new detector, D-Egg (Dual optical sensors
in an Ellipsoid Glass for Gen2), has been optimised to increase the detection efficiency for UV
photons and angular acceptance at a minimum additional cost. The advances of D-Egg make it
also an excellent candidate to be the light sensors of the low-energy upgrade, PINGU [2], which
focuses on precise measurements of low-energy neutrinos in the ice.

The concept of the D-Egg in more details is introduced in Section 1. In Section 2, the new
optical module is simulated using GEANT4 [3] and the angular sensitivity is compared to the current
IceCube. Measurements of the properties of D-Egg in the lab are also discussed. Next in Section
3, the gain of performance when using D-Egg is illustrated by simulating muons in the ice.

1. The concept of D-Egg

The current Digital Optical Module (DOM) in IceCube carries one 1000 PMT (Hamamatsu
R7081-2) looking down to the ice [4]. It has been proven to be reliable and with satisfactory
performance. The D-Egg carries two 800 PMTs (Hamamatsu R5912-100) with one looking up and
one looking down as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: The shape of D-Egg. The
height of the glass is 534 mm and the
diameter at the equator is 300 mm.

One unique feature of D-Egg is that the depth of the
glass varies along the latitude, being thickest at its equator
and thinnest at the pole. The design of the thickness were
carefully optimised for both requirements from optical per-
formance and mechanical strength, which are usually con-
tradicted to each other. The mechanical tolerance has been
verified in the pressure vessel with P = 70 MPa, which is
higher than the greatest pressure observed so far during the
freeze-in process of the current IceCube. The diameter of
D-Egg is 300 mm, which is 30.2 mm smaller than the cur-
rent IceCube DOM and will reduce the drilling cost. The
electronics and digital readout are modified based on the
designs of the Gen2 baseline DOM [5].

Another important characteristic of D-Egg is the en-
hancement of the efficiency for detecting UV photons. The
emission spectrum of the Cherenkov radiation can be de-
scribed by 1/l 2, therefore it is key for detectors to have
high acceptance in the UV range. The absorption length of
photons of different wavelengths varies with depth due to
different optical properties of the ice layers. In the deepest
clean ice, the absorption length of 380 nm photons is ⇠ 200 m while it is only ⇠ 40 m in the dust

31

D-Egg	

2 8” PMTs	


WOM (Hebeker ICRC2015)	
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IceCube -Gen2
Col l a borat ion

• Wavelength shifter painted on long 
cylindrical tube.

• Two small 1-2”  PMTs  at  each  end
• Time precision, if it does turn out to be 
worse  than  IceCube’s  (<  5  ns)  is  a  
critical parameter for PINGU but not a 
critical parameter for HEA.

• WOM has potential to dramatically 
increase effective photo collector area.

• Still in early stages of development.

Wavelength-Shifting Optical Module (WOM)

See D. Hebecker talk, this conference, for more information.

14.09.2015 VLVnT 2015 - Roma 16



Surface Veto	

D. Tosi, this meeting	

K. Hanson, VLVnT 2015	


•  Extended surface array can veto atmos. muons and atmos. neutrinos	

•  Signal rate improvement of +100% in Southern Hemisphere	

•  Logistics and necessary coverage still being optimized	


10/30/15	
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IceCube -Gen2
Col l a borat ion Surface Veto

14.09.2015 VLVnT 2015 - Roma 9

μ	  
νμ	  



IceCube Gen2 Sensitivity	


•  10 years of Gen2 HEA 
equivalent to > 200 years of 
IceCube	


•  Construction: 2021–26 ���
(2-drill scenario)	


•  White paper: arXiv:
1412.5106	


10/30/15	
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Point source sensitivity

• Evaluation of point source 
sensitivity is a work in 
progress for Gen2

• Improved Gen2 specific 
event selections, 
reconstructions and methods 
will increase sensitivity.

• 10 years of observation with 
Gen2 HEA is equivalent to   
>200 yrs of IC86

• Gains in southern 
hemisphere are stronger 
from veto capabilities.

11
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To the Teraton Scale: ���
Radio Neutrino Detectors	
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Radio Neutrino Detection	


ν
nucleus	  

par+cle	  
cascade	  

•  Optical technique is not very scalable beyond O(10 km3)	


•  Askaryan effect: charge excess from particle shower produces a coherent 
radio pulse	


•  Energy threshold determined by average distance to vertex + thermal noise, 
generally > 10 PeV	


•  Cold ice is exceptionally radio-transparent (Latten ~ 1km)	


broadband radio pulse (~100 MHz to ~1 GHz)	
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ANITA	


•  Long-duration balloon-borne radio array launched from 
McMurdo	


•  Lots of target material; flight time 20–30 days	


10/30/15	
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ANITA Neutrino Searches	


•  Flight 2 (2009): 1 
event on background 
of 0.97±42	


•  UHECR air showers 
detected via 
geomagnetic emission	


•  Third flight 2014–15; 
analysis underway	


Map of impulsive radio events (ANITA-I)	


10/30/15	
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ARIANNA	

Pilot'Arrays'

Data'from'stn'2,3'at'
this'mee^ng''

1 km!

Deployed 2012!

Deployed 2014!

ARIANNA'HRA' ARA'

Completed'in'Dec'2014'
Progress'in'the'Development'of'

Radio'Cherenkov'Neutrino'Detectors'
Steve'Barwick'
UC'Irvine,'USA'
ICRC,'Aug'2015'

S. Barwick, ICRC2015	


Detector'Concepts'

ARIANNA' ARA'

20m'
4m'

1'sta^on'of'37'1'sta^on'in'array'of'36'x36,'1km'spacing'

S.'Barwick,'et'al.,'IEEE'Trans.'Nucl'Sci.'(2015)' P.'Allison,'et'al,'Astropart.'Phys.'35'(2012)'

•  1296 autonomous antenna stations on the Ross Ice Shelf	

•  Radio reflections from ice–sea boundary increase acceptance	

•  7-station HRA deployed and taking data	
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Askaryan Radio Array (ARA)	


IceCube"lab"
DAQ"

10/30/15	
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M DuVernois, this meeting	




ARA Status	


•  Next deployment: 2016–17 or 17–18 polar season	

•  Cost of total project: ~$10M	

10/30/15	
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ARA and HRA Neutrino Searches	


10/30/15	
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1 and 22 deployed in the final season of IceCube con-
struction. Their distance to the ARA stations is roughly
4000 m. These pulsers are therefore our most neutrino-
like calibration tool. The plots show that both pulsers
can be reconstructed with a good precision by both sta-
tions. In addition to the roof pulser, this is another ex-
ternal source which confirms that the reconstruction al-
gorithms work properly for neutrinos.

C. Cuts and background estimation

Based on the presented algorithms, three cuts are used
to distinguish neutrino signals from thermal and anthro-
pogenic background. Thermal noise has to be reduced
by a factor 10�10 to reach the goal of ten times less
events than the expected number of neutrinos. This can
be achieved mainly by requiring a time sequence qual-
ity parameter of at least 0.6 to select an event. Fur-
ther, to make sure that a reconstruction worked properly
and to reject the remaining thermal noise, the residual
is required to be less than 10�4. In this way only well-
reconstructed impulsive radio signals are kept, which can
further be reduced by angular cuts. The cut values for the
time sequence parameter and the reconstruction residual
have not been optimized in a strictly systematic way.
There might thus be room for improvement in an analy-
sis which uses the presented algorithms.

Angular cuts are placed around the known locations
of calibration pulsers inside the ice and are specific to a
given station. In addition to that, a surface cut is ap-
plied, rejecting all events reconstructed to a zenith angle
of ✓ > 35� for A2 and ✓ > 40� for A3. This cut can
be a bit looser for A3 since the reconstruction errors are
smaller for this detector. The cut values are chosen for
each angular requirement separately, such that each al-
lows less than 0.01 background events to enter the signal
sample in the full data set. The number of background
events expected to pass a given cut is estimated from the
10% data subset by fitting an adequate Gaussian or expo-
nential function to the tail of an event distribution close
to each cut. The best fit parameters and the position
of the cut are used to obtain the number of background
events expected to leak from the angular region being
excluded. The uncertainty on the number of background
events is derived from the fit errors. Note that calibra-
tion pulser events are normally tagged by the DAQ as
calibration events and excluded from the analyzed data
sample. However, due to possible miss-tagging, pulser
events could leak into the final sample. Therefore, all
pulser events are taken into account in the background
estimation, even if they are not part of the 10% data
subset used for analysis preparation. This is a very con-
servative estimate but strengthens the analysis against
miss-tagged pulser events.

After these cuts, the background expectation for the
full data recorded in the year 2013 is 0.009 ± 0.010 for
A2 and 0.011 ± 0.015 for A3. The number of neutrinos,
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Figure 21. Reconstructed events that passed the thermal
noise and reconstruction quality cuts for (a) A2 and (b) A3.
The black boxes indicate the angular cut regions around the
calibration pulser positions and the black line indicates the
surface cut. Events inside the squares and above the surface
line are rejected.

expected to be observed by the combined two-station de-
tector from the flux prediction in [31] for a crossover en-
ergy from Galactic to extragalactic cosmic ray sources of
E

min

= 1018.5 eV amounts to 0.11± 0.002(stat) events.

V. RESULTS AND CROSS CHECKS

A. Results

The results of the above described analysis are sum-
marized in the two sky maps in Figure 21. No events are
found outside the angular cut regions which implies that
no neutrino candidates have been observed. This agrees
with the expectation of 0.1 signal and roughly 0.02 back-
ground events in the two stations. The di↵erence be-
tween summer and winter activities at South Pole are

ARA event candidate directions	

Searching'for'Neutrinos'with'HRA'

Stn'B''

2014'|'2015'W
av
ef
or
m
'C
or
re
la
^o

n'

ν%
BG'

S.'Barwick,'ICRCP820'

Cuts:'
Good'fit'to'plane'wave'
No'spike'in'FFT'spectrum'
Waveforms'appear'νPlike'

•  No'ν'events'from'any'of'the'HRA'sta^ons'
from'4'months'of'opera^on'

•  ARA'reports'results'from'10'months'''
O’Murchadha'(ICRCP1293)'

preliminary'

HRA event template correlation	

Barwick ICRC2015	


•  Analyses reject thermal 
and anthropogenic 
noise	


•  Directional resolution 
of both arrays is ~1º	




Upper Limits and Future Sensitivity	


ANITA-II: 	

arXiv: 1011.5004	

	

ARA: 	

arXiv:1507.08991	

	

ARIANNA HRA: 	

arXiv 1410.7352	

	

Auger: 	

arXiv: 1504.05397	

	

IceCube EHE:	

see also A. Ishihara,���
this conference	


all experiments: no cosmogenic neutrinos yet	

courtesy T. Meures	

all-flavor limits;	

decade energy bins	
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ARA	  preliminary	  



Innovative Concepts	
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30m$ 30m$

30m$

30m$

0.5m$
Trigger$
Array$
(Vertical$

Polarization)$

Pointing$
Array$
(Both$

$Polarizations)$

Ice$Surface$

Figure 1: An example station layout for a 16-antenna phased trigger array and accompanying
pointing array.

Possible sites for such a station, or set of stations, include South Pole, where the
array would be ⇠ 200 m below the surface and the ice is ⇠ 2.8 km deep [37, 38],
and Summit Station in Greenland, where the array would be ⇠ 100 m below
the surface and the ice is ⇠ 3.0 km deep [39].

We simulate a configuration where the antennas are deployed down boreholes
below the firn. Our simulations confirm the finding from ARA [30, 32] that due
to the changing index of refraction in the firn as the glacial ice transitions to
snow, incident radio emission is often deflected downwards away from a detector
on the surface and is therefore undetected (see Appendix A.1 for details). In
contrast, receivers deployed below the firn layer are less a↵ected by refraction
and the increase in e↵ective volume compared to a surface configuration is large
(factors of 3 to 10 depending on the firn profile). The benefits of borehole-
deployed antennas make them a cost e↵ective approach.

One possible station layout is shown in Figure 1. A trigger array is con-
structed of 16 dipole antennas strung vertically down one borehole as close to-
gether as possible. This configuration would naturally be sensitive to vertically-
polarized signals, although one could combine signals from orthogonally-polarized
antennas to create an unpolarized trigger. The pointing array would be con-
structed of additional antennas, with both horizontal and vertical polarization
sensitivity, and would require at least two additional boreholes to uniquely de-
termine the incident direction, timing, and polarization of the radio emission

7

Bridging the Energy Gap	


•  Lower radio threshold to 1 PeV to detect diffuse neutrino flux	

•  Phased-array trigger : simultaneous high-gain beams in all zenith angle 

sectors	

•  Field testing in Greenland (GNO program)	


A. Vieregg, K. Bechtol, and A. Romero-Wolf	

arXiv: 1504.08006	
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ExaVolt Antenna (EVA)	


•  NASA super-pressure balloon with integrated toroidal antenna	

•  Sensitive to wider range of mixed-composition UHECR models 	

•  3-year design study funded (1/5 scale)	


Gorham	  et	  al.,	  arXiv:1102.3883	  

5

However, in our case, the design goal is a system that
can scan 360� in azimuth, and a limited range of ele-
vation angle , of order 10�. Use of a parabolic section
for the surface of rotation would in this case give strong
aberrations if used well off the main parabolic axis, so
we consider a new configuration of the toroidal reflec-
tor with a near-circular generating curve, rotated around
the z-axis to produce a complete toroid. Incoming plane
waves enter below the reflective band, and are focused to
a region above it. In our application, the incoming wave
will be an RF impulse, and it will enter the toroid below
the lower rim opposite to the active focusing area that
will apply for that direction. Once reaching the opposite
side, it is focused into an off-axis location with geometry
that is locally an off-axis segment of a spheroidal mirror.

At the focal plane, a set of feed antennas, which are
flexible planar patch antennas affixed to the surface of an
inner balloon of appropriate size to approximately match
the focal plane angle, receive the focused plane wave.
The polyethylene surface and load tendon material of
the balloon play no role in any of the wave propaga-
tion, as these materials are completely transparent and
extremely thin on the scale of the wavelengths of interest
here. The generating curve is determined by the average
free-surface of the balloon, and such surfaces have been
the subject of much detailed theoretical and experimental
investigation [35, 36]. This design will retain spherical
aberration, as noted previously, but such aberrations are
generally more tolerable than the extremes of coma that
develop in short-focal-ratio off-axis parabolic systems.

In practice a large scientific balloon requires vertical
load tendons to support the total weight of the system,
and these introduce a lobed structure for the balloon,
leading to a scalloped surface. We will account for the
scallops in our modeling of the surface, and they do con-
strain the highest radio frequency at which a balloon sur-
face may be considered a coherent reflector.

Zero-pressure vs. Super-pressure balloons. Strato-
spheric balloons have traditionally been constructed and
filled such that they reach their full inflation at altitude
at an equilibrium pressure equal to the ambient pressure
at the float altitude, thus yielding a zero-pressure off-
set from the surrounding atmosphere. Vents on the base
of the balloon help to ensure that any over-pressuring is
avoided. Such balloons are known as Zero-Pressure Bal-
loons (ZPB). The major drawback of ZPBs for our appli-
cation is the fact that their shape can change dramatically
depending on their thermal environment [35]; for exam-
ple, in Antarctica in the austral summer, cooling of our
ANITA-2 ZPB while over the very cold East Antarctic
Ice Sheet caused a decrease of order 40% in the volume
of that 29 Mcft ZPB, and a loss of altitude of 123,000
to 113,000 ft. In an Appendix, we provide a detailed
description of the analytical basis for the two different
balloon surface geometries.

After investigating to what degree we could tolerate

such changes, we concluded that the preferable vehicle
for our proposed application is a Super-Pressure Balloon
(SPB) such as those that are now being developed for the
NASA SPB Program [35, 36]. We note that the “pump-
kin” shape of the current SPB design, with a ratio of the
polar (Rp) to equatorial radius (Re) of Rp/Re ' 0.6, does
give a larger astigmatism than a spherical design with
more equal radii of curvature, and the physical optics of
such systems would improve with a larger ratio Rp/Re.
But as we find in the next section, our initial investiga-
tions of such balloons as reflector systems is very promis-
ing.

FIG. 3: Flight 591NT SPB at float altitude during the 2009
flight.

Analytical design guides.

To select an initial geometry for the reflective section
of the balloon for numerical modeling purposes, we re-
fer to results derived for toroidal reflectors with parabolic
generating curves as a guide. Adapting these results for
a spherical generating curve, the path difference function
for any location on the reflector surface can be approx-
imated analytically with first-order accuracy, following
Wolff (1966) [27] as

D =�2 f̂


1� cosf0(2�z� cosf0+ f̂ cosf0

1+ f̂ �z

�
(2.3)

where f̂ is the effective focal length normalized to a unit
equatorial radius for the balloon (for spherical surfaces
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FIG. 8: Left: 3D model of a 25.66 Mcft superpressure balloon with a possible catenoidal surface shown schematically as a location for the feed
array. Right: cross section of the balloon surface and catenoid, showing the range of sections that are possible, and ray paths for the modeled
sections.

Focused signal

Direct signal
(unfocused)

EVA testbed, March 17, 2010

FIG. 9: Left: Photograph of 1/35 scale model of toroidal balloon section, equivalent to a 10 m high, by 30 m wide section of the full balloon.
Center: initial results of the focusing test with the toroidal scale model, using a microwave pulse in the 6 GHz range (200-300 MHz equivalent
scaled frequency for the 1/26-scale model). The pulse to the left measures the unfocused incoming plane wave intensity using a patch dipole
antenna, the much larger peak at center is the focused response with a peak directivity gain of 23.4 dBi. Right: diagram of the test setup with the
1/26-scale model, including a micrometer stage at the focal region used to profile the focused beam parameters.

lobes and tendons in our model to maintain a conser-
vative approach, although it appears sxtraightforward to
suppress the effects of this structure in practice using in-
ternal reflective films that span the lobes.

With this new model, we have now measured a direc-
tivity gain factor in vertical polarization of up to G = 220
relative to an isotropic antenna, or in equivalent terms,
23.4 dBi, at a microwave frequency of about 6.6 GHz,
corresponding to 260 MHz for the full-scale. This value
is within about 3 dB of the NEC2 model prediction, and
already well above our minimum performance require-
ment. Fig. 9 (left) shows a photograph of one of the ini-
tial test setups, with a prototype patch array at the focal

plane. The middle pane of the same figure shows the
layout of a micrometer stage now in initial testing for
higher-precision focal plane measurements. To the right
are the data validating the performance noted above. The
smaller peak to the left is the incoming plane wave im-
pulse signal detected by the backlobe of the patch as it
passes by before focusing, then the much larger signal
(here in logarithmic units of intensity) arrives from the
balloon reflector section. Due to constraints imposed by
our transmitting system, we have only been able to inves-
tigate vertically polarized signals to date, though based
on our simulation results, we expect that the horizontal
polarization results will likely exceed the vertically po-

reflector	

feed array @ focus	
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Neutrino Telescope Array (NTA)	


•  Concept for dedicated ντ observatory	


•  Cherenkov-fluorescence 
telescope search for τ-
induced air showers	


•  Mountains provide both CR 
shield and neutrino target	


•  Peak sensitivity ~30 PeV	
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G. Hou, arXiv:1409.0477	


Fig. 1. (left) NTA observatory layout on Hawaii Island, where overlay of semi-circles illustrate view from
Site1–3; (right) Detector Unit of four same Light Collectors.

equilateral triangle of 25 km sides, and observe the total air mass surrounded by Mauna Kea, Mauna
Loa, and Hualalai; the central Site0 can potentially have full-sky coverage.

VHE ντs can convert in Earth/mountain and reappear as τs and produce air showers upon decay
in the atmosphere, and the resulting Cherenkov photons are detected [11–13]. Owing to separation of
ντ → τ conversion from subsequent air shower generation, detection is possible while preserving the
huge target mass required for the initial interaction. Currently, Ashra-1 operates on Site1, or ML-OS,
with view of Mauna Kea, which is a huge mountain equivalent to 104 km3 of ice for converting ντ to
τ, but it also serves as a shield to CR background. The distance between Mauna Kea and Loa allows a
30 km range for shower development. It is with this configuration that Ashra-1 has demonstrated [10]
the ES-ντ technique, but NTA would augment it with the fluorescence ability of Site0, plus two other
mountain sites. The huge target mass (> 100 km3), huge atmospheric mass (shower volume, with
area > 1000 km2) and mountain as background shield imply a rather large footprint for NTA.

Each site has a group of Detector Units (DU), each of which has 4 LC systems (Fig. 1 (right))
instrumented with segmented mirrors. The NTA LC concept is scaled up from Ashra-1 by 1.5, but
uses the same trigger and readout. The LCs use Schmidt optics, with pupil of 1.5m, 4 LCs with same
FOV give a DU with effective pupil size of 3m. 12 DUs are needed per π solid angle coverage. Thus,
from Table I, at least 30 DUs are needed. The construction, deployment and operation of these DUs
spread out at four distant sites defines the need for NTA to be an International Collaboration.

Pointing Accuracy
Pointing accuracy is one of the main strengths of NTA. We have studied NTA performance based

on Ashra-1 experience, and a Letter of Intent (LOI) is at hand [14]. Detailed design studies for the
NTA detector are currently underway.

We estimate our ability to trace showers back to their origins, which is a very important feature in
light of the IceCube events. The steps of simulation are very similar to the one mentioned for NuTel,
except that one also has the fluorescence ability of Site0. Light propagation and quantum efficiency
are better, and the highlight is the much higher pixelization of Ashra-1 detector development.

First, we use PYTHIA to model neutrino interactions. The τ with respect to the parent ντ angle,
∆θτ, is less than 0.3 arcmin. for Eτ > 1 PeV. The Ashra NTA detector design is optimized for this.

4



Summary	

•  IceCube discovery of a diffuse astrophysical neutrino flux 

has energized the field of neutrino astronomy	


•  Large new optical arrays will push forward the search for 
neutrino point sources	

–  KM3NeT/ARCA Phase 1 under construction	

–  IceCube–Gen2 design studies in full swing	


•  Radio technique allow extension to 100 km2 and beyond	

–  prototype arrays taking data (ARIANNA, ARA)	

–  lowering energy threshold may allow detection of diffuse 

astrophysical flux	
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Thank you!	
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Neutrino Point Source Limits	
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constraints on point sourcesν 46

IceCube

ANTARES

ApJ Letters 786:L5 (2014)

South North
ANTARES can observe the southern 
sky through the Earth  
→ lower threshold, better limits in the 
south 

IceCube has a larger effective area  
→ more events, better limits in the 
north 

New: combined IceCube/ANTARES 
search

South	   North	  



IceCube Gen2 Angular Resolution	
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Angular resolutions
• Gen2 geometries show promising angular resolutions

• Using IceCube reconstructions: 0.3-0.5 degree

• Selecting highest quality track events(10%): 0.1 degree

• Expect improvements as reconstructions improve for Gen2 geometries
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•  Track directional resolution 0.3-0.5º (highest-quality events: 0.1º)	


•  Improvements from reconstruction methods still expected	


E. Blaufuss, ICRC2015	




Impact of Composition	
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FIG. 2: Minimal flux of cosmogenic neutrinos for a mixed composition. Left panel: Minimal flux of cosmogenic neutrinos
assuming dominance of protons, helium, nitrogen, silicon or iron in UHE CRs above 4 EeV. We show the results without source
evolution (dotted) and assuming source evolution according to the star formation rate (solid). Right panel: The contribution
of protons (red lines) in a mixed composition scenario assuming 100% (upper line), 10% (middle line) and 1% (lower line)
proton contribution (black lines) at 100 EeV.

we show in the right panel of Fig. 2 the lower limit associ-
ated with protons in a multi-component model, where we
decrease the proton contribution at 100 EeV to 10% (↵ =
1) and 1% (↵ = 2) using f

p

= 1� (1+ (E/1019eV)�↵)�1

with fA = 1� f
p

.

V. OPTIMISTIC COSMOGENIC NEUTRINOS

Predictions of the cosmogenic neutrino spectra are very
sensitive to the maximal energy of UHE CR nuclei. In the
following we will briefly discuss “optimistic” predictions
that assume that the maximal energy of CR nucleons is
much larger than the GZK cuto↵, i.e. ECR/A � EGZK.
For the discussion it is convenient to introduce the energy
density (eV cm�3) of the GZK neutrino background at
redshift z defined as

!GZK ⌘
Z

dE
⌫

E
⌫

Y
⌫

(E
⌫

) . (9)

From the Boltzmann equations (1) we can derive the evo-
lution of the energy density as

!̇GZK +H!GZK =
X

i

Z
dE b

i,GZK(z, E)Y
i

(z, E) , (10)

where b
i,GZK(E) ' 0.2E�

�⇡

(E/A
i

) is an approximation
of the energy loss of the nuclei into GZK neutrinos [9].

The UHE CR interactions with background photons
are rapid compared to cosmic time-scales. The energy

threshold of these processes scale with redshift z as
A

i

Eth/(1+z) where Eth & EGZK is the (e↵ective) thresh-
old today. We can therefore approximate the evolution
of the energy density as

!̇GZK +H!GZK ⇠ 3K
⇡

H(z)

4(1 +K
⇡

)

X
i

Z

AiEth/(1+z)

dE EQ
i

(E) , (11)

where K
⇡

is the ratio of charged to neutral pions pro-
duced in p� interactions. Assuming a power-law emission
rate density Q

i

(E) / E��i with su�ciently large cuto↵
Emax � Eth we see that cosmic evolution enhances the
GZK flux as

!GZK ⇠ 3

8

X

i

⌘
i

(A
i

Eth)2Qi

(A
i

Eth)

�
i

� 2
, (12)

where the last term assumes �
i

> 2 and the e↵ective
survival distance of the nucleons is defined as

⌘
i

=

1Z

0

dz

H(z)
H(z)(1 + z)�i�4 . (13)

For �
i

' 2 and for those evolution scenarios H that we
have considered so far in this paper, the e↵ective survival
distances range from 0.48/H0 (no evolution) to 2.4/H0

(SFR). This agrees well with the relative ratio ⇠ 5 of the
energy densities associated with lower neutrino limits in
the proton-dominated scenario shown in Fig. 1.

The relation (12) shows that as long as the maximal
energy per nucleon is much larger than the pion produc-
tion threshold in the CMB (i.e. Emax � AEGZK) and the

Strong dependence of cosmogenic neutrino flux on UHECR composition	
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Figure 4. The accumulated live time of stations A2 and A3 in
2013. Horizontal line segments indicate extended downtimes
of the detectors.

capable of sampling data at a rate of 4 GS/s. In the ARA
detector, the sampling speed is tuned to 3.2 GS/s. The
IRS2 chip contains 8 channels each with a 32k-element
Switched Capacitor Array (SCA). The 32k elements are
further subdivided into 512 randomly write-addressable
blocks of 64 samples each. Analog sampling is continu-
ous and is stopped by an external trigger to signal the
start of digitization and readout of the analog storage
blocks of interest. Performance of this early version of
SCAs with deep analog storage bu↵ers shows promise
for multichannel high-speed, low-power samplers. Power
consumption is in the range of 20 mW per channel. In
principle deadtimeless operation is possible due to the
deep analog bu↵er, however noise issues related to simul-
taneous readout and digitization have prevented opera-
tion in this mode to date. The calibration of this digitizer
is presented in Appendix A.

Both the TDA and DDA board are mounted on the
ARA Triggering and Readout Interface (ATRI) which
provides all logic for the data acquisition systems in a
single Spartan-6 FPGA. This FPGA is programmed by,
and exchanges its data with, an Intel atom-based Single
Board Computer (SBC) which handles the data transfer
to storage on discs in the IceCube Laboratory (ICL).
Currently an event rate of 5 Hz can be accommodated
on a USB link between the FPGA and the SBC. Future
upgrades for this link envision a much higher bandwidth
PCI-express bus to increase the total station trigger rate.

The ARA detector in its current status consists of 3
stations, of which two were taking data in the year 2013
and produced the data for this analysis.

B. Performance of the ARA stations A2 and A3

The first data from the deep ARA detector have been
recorded by stations A2 and A3. Station A1 could not
deliver data in the year 2013 due to an issue in the com-
munications system. We plan to fix this problem in the
2015-2016 Antarctic summer season.
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Figure 5. Vpol pulser signal recorded by station A3 for 4 ex-
ample antennas, displayed in mV versus ns. As is evident, the
polarization separation is very clean and only Vpol antennas
show any response.

The positions of the two stations, as embedded in the
full ARA37 design, are shown in Figure 1. Their struc-
ture closely follows the ARA baseline design as described
in Section IIA. After being deployed in February 2013,
the stations recorded 10 months of data until the end of
that year (Figure 4). Due to various infrastructural issues
and optimizations that interrupted the detector opera-
tion, there were several extended periods of down time,
sometimes lasting for days. Therefore, the two detectors
were only running 75% of the time and correspondingly
accumulated about 228 (A2) and 220 (A3) days of live
time during those months. Meanwhile, station opera-
tion has become more stable through debugging and op-
timization of the data acquisition (DAQ) firmware and
software and through the development of new monitor-
ing tools which allow us to identify and solve problems
within a few hours. This resulted in a significant rise in
live time for the year 2014. The dead time during op-
erations due to digitizer occupancy and the limited data
transfer bandwidth is very small and less than 1% of the
total run-time.

Of the 32 deep in-ice measurement channels in the two
stations, 31 are fully operational. The bottom Hpol chan-
nel on string 4 (D4BH) in A2 shows strong noise fluctu-
ations which are believed to be due to a damaged LNA.
Figure 5 shows a Vpol pulser waveform as recorded by
A3. One can see the fully operational Vpol antennas.
Because of the polarization of the signal, the pulser is
not observed in the Hpol antennas. The RMS of the
background noise on the two stations is relatively stable
throughout the year, as it is shown for A2 in Figure 6.
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Fig. 3. (left) Differential sensitivities calculated as Feldman-Cousins 90% CL limit for various LC designs
and θelev = −10◦, in comparison with published sensitivities of IceCube and Auger, together with theoreti-
cal models (dashed lines for Ref. [21]); (right) Diffuse sensitivity of NTA with 3 year observation (maroon
squares), together with cosmogenic neutrino flux models and related efforts.

and Auger capabilities (for illustration only). The solid theoretical fluence curve is ruled out by Ice-
Cube, but subsequent models for GRB neutrino flux, e.g. [21], can be probed by NTA. Given the
PeV neuntrino events observed by IceCube, this search is now mandatory. The power of NTA is to
survey ντ point source objects with the best-yet sensitivity in the detection solid angle for ντ defined
as −30◦ < θelev < 0◦ and 0◦ < φazi < 360◦, and for 10 PeV < Eντ < 1 EeV. Fig. 3 (left) shows that the
NTA survey depth can reach z ! 0.15, of order 2 billion lightyears. The location of NTA on Hawaii
Island allows us to survey the Galactic Center (GC) for more than several hundred hours each year.

NTA sensitivity for diffuse ντ flux (maroon squares) for 3 year (∼ 9.5×106 s) observation is given
in Fig. 3 (right), assuming duty cycle of 10% and trigger conditions as above. For lack of space,
further discussion on angular resolution and background simulation can be found in the LOI [14].

5. Organization: Collaborators Welcome !!

The IceCube Collaboration operating at the South Pole consists of ∼ 250 people, and 39 instiu-
tions from 11 countries. The corresponding numbers for the Auger Collaboration, operating on the
Pampas in Argentina, are ∼ 480 people from 18 countries. We have estimated that a minimum of
30 Detector Units (DUs) are needed for the coverage given in Table I for NTA, distributed over four
mountain sites on Hawaii Island, assuming the DU FOV to be 32◦ ×32◦. Each DU would require four
Light Collectors (LCs), one trigger and readout unit. The estimated cost per DU, based on Ashra-1
experience, is ∼100M yen. Allowing for some infrastructure and siting, but not running and mainte-
nance costs, a crude cost estimate is 5000M yen for the construction of NTA. We estimate therefore,
given the size and challenge of the project, that NTA eventually would be a Collaboration consisting
of up to 10 countries.

As we design the NTA instruments and explore site options, collaboration organization has
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